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SUMMARY

Oxidation of formate to CO2 is catalyzed via the donation of electrons from formate dehydrogenase

(FDH) to nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+), and thus the charge transport characteristics of

FDH become essential but remain unexplored. Here, we investigated the charge transport through

single-enzyme junctions of FDH using the scanning tunneling microscope break junction technique

(STM-BJ). We found that the coupling of NAD+ with FDH boosts the charge transport by �2,100%,

and the single-enzyme conductance highly correlates with the enzyme activity. The combined flicker

noise analysis demonstrated the switching of the coenzyme-mediated charge transport pathway and

supported by the significantly reducedHOMO-LUMOgap from calculations. Site-specificmutagenesis

analysis demonstrated that FDH-NAD+ stably combined own higher bioactivity and boosts charge

transport, and the coupling has been optimized via the natural selection. Our work provides evidence

of hydrogen bond coupling in bioactivity but also bridges the charge transport through single-enzyme

junctions and enzyme activities.

INTRODUCTION

The newly registered oxidoreductase on BRENDA accounts for more than 30% of all enzymes, of which

about 51% are oxidoreductases using NAD(P)+ or NAD(P)H as coenzyme. Among the bioactive proteins,

formate dehydrogenase (FDH) is an important oxidoreductase that catalyzes the dehydrogenation of

formate to form carbon dioxide through the electric coupling between FDH and NAD+ (Hirose et al.,

2018). FDH also plays an essential role in NADH regeneration of bifunctional enzyme system to produce

the intermediates for anti-HIV drugs (L-tert leucine) (Jiang et al., 2017), and many scholars also focused

on the modification and design of FDH to catalyze the reverse reaction and applied in the elimination of

greenhouse effect (Gleizer et al., 2019; Jayathilake et al., 2019; Nielsen et al., 2019). Thus, the understand-

ing of electron transfer and intramolecular interaction relation to FDH and coenzyme could guide us to

clarify the uncharted particulars in the C1 compounds reaction process with carbon dioxide as a substrate,

which also benefits the performance improvement of FDH. Although various works have investigated the

conformational changes and kinetic behavior of binding using cryo-EM (Sun et al., 2018), DNA origami

(Chen et al., 2018), fluorescence microscopy (Bornscheuer, 2016), and force spectroscopy (Pelz et al.,

2016), the knowledge of how charge transport through coenzyme coupling correlates to their bioactivities

remains missing owing to the technical challenges in the characterization of charge transport through

bioactive enzymes (Fried and Boxer, 2017).

The single-molecule measurement technique, originally designed to investigate the charge transport

through the small organic compound (Xu and Tao, 2003; Venkataraman et al., 2006) and later applied to

the study of biomolecules such as DNA (Huang et al., 2010; Sha et al., 2018), peptides (Sepunaru et al.,

2015; Zhao et al., 2014; Aradhya and Venkataraman, 2013), and protein (Ruiz et al., 2017; Fereiro et al.,

2018b), may offer new opportunity to solve the long-term challenge for the correlation of bioactivity and

conductance at the single protein level. The scanning tunneling microscope break junction (STM-BJ) tech-

nique, achieved by forming thousands of single-molecular junctions repeatedly and rapidly, has been

widely used in conductance-structure correlation studies to reveal the effect of intramolecular and intermo-

lecular interaction on the single-molecule conductance (Li et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2019; Sha et al., 2018).

The binding of NAD+ to FDH is through hydrogen bonds between the FDH and NAD+ and provides the

activity sites for the reaction (Schirwitz et al., 2010). To investigate the coupling between the FDH and

NAD+, we employ the STM-BJ technique to capture the charge transport through single active FDH sys-

tems. The active FDH was immobilized between two gold electrodes using the Au-S bond from the
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Figure 1. Schematic of STM-BJ and the Molecular Junction and Single-Molecule Conductance Results from STM-BJ Experiments at the Indicated

Voltage of 100 mV (Substrate Positive)

(A and B) (A) Schematics of single-molecule FDH and FDH-NAD+ junctions, (B) The structure of NAD+ and NADP+.

(C and D) (C) Typical individual traces for single-molecule conductance measurement of pure solvent (blue), FDH (pink), FDH-NAD+ (purple), and

FDH-NADP+ (orange), (D) One-dimensional (1D) conductance histograms of pure solvent (blue), FDH (pink), FDH-NAD+ (purple) and FDH-NADP+ (orange).

(E and F) (E) Plot of conductance in different proportion of FDH and NAD+, the square (green) and triangle (purple) mean the percentage of FDH-NAD+

conductances counted from the total individual traces and the specific activity of FDH in the catalytic reaction in different proportion of FDH to NAD+. (F) Plot

of FDH-NAD+ conductance and specific activity in the buffers with different pH. The solid triangle (blue) and solid triangle (orange) mean the specific activity

of FDH in the catalytic reaction and FDH-NAD+ conductance in the buffers with different pH, respectively.

See also Figures S1–S4, S6, and S8, Tables S1–S3.
L-cysteines (Figure 1A). Two typical coenzymes, NAD+ and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate

(NADP+) (Figure 1B) were then added into the solution to investigate the correlation between the bioac-

tivities and their charge transport abilities. More importantly, our results provide the first evidence of

charge transport and interaction through a single enzyme system and reveal the correlation with the bio-

logical functions, which offers a fundamental understanding to design and develop biocatalysis and

bioelectronics at the essential molecular level. We also believe that the simple approach developed in

this work will be applied to subsequent biophysics studies to understand the electric role of enzymes in

various systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Single-Molecule Conductance Measurement of FDH and FDH-NAD+

STM-BJ experiments were carried out in an aqueous solution to investigate the charge transport through

single FDH junctions, and a constant bias potential of 100 mV (substrate positive) was applied between the

substrate and gold tip covered with an apiezon wax to minimize the leakage current from the solution

(STM-BJ setup was shown in Figure S1). The typical individual traces for the conductance of aqueous me-

dium, FDH, FDH-NAD+, and FDH-NADP+ are shown in Figure 1C (see Figure S2 for the control experiment

of FDH without the two-terminal L-cysteines to reveal the binding through L-cysteines). During the

breaking process, the gold tip moved upward from the substrate until a single gold-gold atomic junction

state formed with a plateau at the conductance quantum of G0. After that, a molecular plateau forms, sug-

gesting the formation of FDH (pink) junctions with conductance at �10�4 G0. After adding NADP+ and

NAD+ to the FDH aqueous solution, we found that the conductance shows a slight increase for NADP+

but increased significantly to �10�3 G0 for NAD+ (Figure 1C, orange and purple), suggesting that the

coupling between FDH and coenzymes may boost the charge transport process.
2 iScience 23, 101001, April 24, 2020



To determine the conductance of single FDH junctions, the one-dimensional (1D) conductance histograms

of FDH and FDH-NADP+ are constructed from 3,087 to 2,486 individual traces, respectively. The conduc-

tance of single FDH junction at 10�4.28 G0 (Figure 1D, pink) was consistent with that obtained in single-pro-

tein measurement through the cysteine-Au junction by using electrochemistry-scanning tunneling

microscope (EC-STM) (Ruiz et al., 2017), and similar to the charge transport measurement of oligopeptide

(Brisendine et al., 2018) and DNA (Xiang et al., 2017) using STM-BJ, which suggests the enzyme was also

detectable in single-molecule scale. However, compared with the technique of EC-STM (Ruiz et al.,

2017), and nanowire (Fereiro et al., 2018b) based on the self-assembled monolayer (SAM), we provide

the first demonstration of the single-molecule break junction technique for investigating charge transport

through a single active enzyme junction. And, it was also found that the charge transport of the protein in

the aqueous solution was enhanced than that in the solid state (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2015), which may be

from the formation of the intermolecular and intramolecular H-bond (Chen et al., 2016). It was also found

that the addition of NAD+ leads to the conductance enhancement to 10�2.96 G0, which is 2,100% higher

than single FDH junctions. A similar observation was also found (Amdursky et al., 2012) that the solid-state

monolayer was constructed to measure the charge transport performance of protein at low temperature

that electron transport across serum albumin was markedly enhanced with the addition of retinoate. As

a control experiment, the charge transport through the assembly of FDH and another coenzyme,

NADP+, (structure shown in Figure 1B) was also examined. The conductancemeasurement shows that, after

adding NADP+, compared with the conductance of FDH (Figure 1C, 10�4.28 G0), a plateau with most-prob-

able conductance at 10�3.93 G0 formed after the addition of NADP+ to FDH aqueous solutions (Figures 1C

and 1D, orange), and the conductance enhancement is much less pronounced, which is almost one order of

magnitude lower than that of NAD+. It was reported that the Y194 amino acid of FDH made contact with

adenine, D282 and R174 amino acid bound to the nicotinamide group, and the phosphate linker in NAD+,

respectively (Schirwitz et al., 2010). The phosphate group combined with the ribose madeNADP+ unable to

act as the coenzyme of FDH in our work owing to the steric hindrance (Schirwitz et al., 2010) and charge

repulsion (Andreadeli et al., 2010), which is also confirmed by the control experiment of dehydrogenation

reaction that the reaction could not be catalyzed by FDH when the coenzyme was NADP+ (as shown in Fig-

ure S2D). Although NADP+ may also interact with the surface of FDH, the significant lower conductance

increase than that of NAD+ suggests that the matching of NAD+ to the active center of FDH provides

the better electric coupling between FDH and NAD+ with some specific amino acid residues through

the H-bond, which has been proved to be the essential step for the biocatalytic reaction before the binding

of the substrate (Guo et al., 2016).
Correlation between the Conductance and Enzyme Activity

To provide further insight into the coupling between FDH and NAD+, the conductance measurement of

different proportions of FDH and NAD+ was carried out by changing the concentration of NAD+ (see Fig-

ures S3A and S3B for the typical individual traces and 1D conductance histograms). Two-dimensional (2D,

Figure S3C) histograms (Liu et al., 2019) demonstrated that there is a conductance intensity cloud for FDH

without NAD+ and with 1:67,227 NAD+ (F1). Interestingly, the conductance intensity cloud of FDH-NAD+

(10�2.88 G0) appeared when the proportion changed to 1:571,429 (F2) and 1:2,285,714 (F3). Finally, the

plateau of 10�4.12 G0 disappeared when the proportion changed to 1:11,428,571 (F4). We further analyze

the percentage of individual conductance-distance traces with low (FDH) and high (FDH-NAD+) conduc-

tance features at different FDH-NAD+ ratios. As shown in Figure 1E, as the proportion of NAD+ increased,

the percentage of traces with FDH-NAD+ features in total traces increased from 0% at the ratio of 1:67,227

to 99.87% at 1:11,428,571, revealing the complete coupling of FDH with excess NAD+.

To further correlate the charge transport investigations with their bio function, we further examine the

enzyme activity through NADH absorbance at 340 nm. More interestingly, it was found that the enzyme ac-

tivity was also enhanced with an increased proportion of FDH to NAD+, and the trend is highly correlated to

the concentration-dependent percentage of high conductance traces in total individual traces during the

conductance measurements (Figure 1E). Furthermore, the conductance of FDH-NAD+ in the buffer with

different pH was measured and shown in Figure 1F (see Figures S4A and S4B for more details). The conduc-

tance of FDH-NAD+ in the buffer with pH of 6.5, 8.5, and 10.5 was around 10�2.7 G0, which is similar to that

mentioned above, whereas the conductance decreased when pH rises to 12.5 or declines to 3.5. More

importantly, the enzyme activity has the same varying tendency with conductance in these five different

pH buffers, suggesting the correlation between the bioactivity and the charge transport characterizations

through single active enzyme junctions.
iScience 23, 101001, April 24, 2020 3



Figure 2. Theoretical Calculation

The schematic diagram of geometry structure of (A) FDH, (B) partial schematic of FDH, FDH-NAD+, and (C) FDH-NAD+.

The Electronic structure calculations of (D) FDH and (E) FDH-NAD+ and their comparison in HOMO and LUMO; dashed

line (black) represents the H-bond.
Theoretical Investigations of Coenzyme Coupling

To understand the correlation between the charge transport properties and the bioactivity of FDH-NAD+

assembly, the geometries of FDH and FDH-NAD+ derived from the X-ray crystallographic data (PDB IDs:

5DNA and 5DN9) (Guo et al., 2016) are shown in Figures 2A–2C. It is found that the active center of the

FDH shows an open conformation (Figure 2B, FDH) before the entry of NAD+ and is bound to the cor-

responding amino acid residue through H-bonding. After the entry of NAD+, the active center of FDH

was filled with NAD+ and then the active center got closed (Figure 2B, FDH-NAD+). To provide further

insight into the electric coupling of this assembly process, DFT calculations of these structures were per-

formed by using the B3LYP to reveal the electron density distribution of the frontier orbitals of FDH and

FDH-NAD+ (Ruiz et al., 2017; Fereiro et al., 2018a) (see the Transparent Methods for more details). The

key amino acid residues in the active site of the enzyme, which interacts with NAD+ in the self-assembly

process, were considered in the quantum calculations (Figures 2D and 2E). In the NAD+-absent FDH

model (Figure 2D), the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) in the FDH model was localized

mostly on Asp96 and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) was distributed mostly on

Arg174, with a HOMO-LUMO gap of 5.74 eV. After the addition of NAD+, the HOMO was localized

on NAD+ and Asp195, which formed obvious H-bonding interactions with the NAD+, and the LUMO

was shifted onto NAD+ (Figure 2E). Interestingly, the energy levels of the HOMO in FDH (�5.95 eV)

and FDH-NAD+ (�5.78 eV) were quite close to each other, whereas the energy of the LUMO in FDH-

NAD+ (�2.59 eV) was much lower than that in the FDH model (�0.22 eV), leading to the reduction of

HOMO-LUMO gap to 3.22 eV. All these results support our experimental finding that the addition of

NAD+ could significantly enhance conductance.
The Role of the Coenzyme in Charge Transport Pathway

To further reveal the role of coenzymes in the charge transport process, we performed flicker noise anal-

ysis to investigate the transmission path of charge transport through FDH and FDH-NAD+ (the experi-

ment and analysis process were described in detail in Transparent Methods). The junction elongation

process was paused for 150 ms at the position where the molecule junction is likely to be formed be-

tween the gold tip and substrate, and the conductance signals during the period were transformed
4 iScience 23, 101001, April 24, 2020



Figure 3. Flicker Noise Analysis

The conductance data used for flicker noise analysis were also collected from the STM instrument. The gold tip moved

downward and forms Au-molecule-Au junction, the junction was held for 150 ms at the position where the molecule

junction is likely to be formed, which was controlled by the program automatically. Two-dimensional histogram of

normalized flicker noise power versus average conductance for (A) FDH, (B) FDH-NAD+, and (C) FDH-NADP+. And the

schematic diagram of the electron transfer process in FDH, FDH-NAD+, FDH-NADP+ were listed under the two-

dimensional histogram accordingly.

See also Figure S5.
by the Fourier equation for noise analysis. According to previous results (Tang et al., 2019; Rousseau

et al., 2018; Bostick et al., 2018), after integration from 100 to 1,000 Hz, the power spectral density

was normalized by the average conductance from the cut-out conductance step. The 2D histograms

of normalized flicker noise power versus average conductance are plotted from nearly eight thousand

such traces. Then, each 2D histogram fitting was performed by using 2D Gaussian, and the black cycles

represent the contour lines of the fitted Gaussian distribution equation. The noise power of the tunneling

junction scaled as G2.0, which results from complete through-space transmission and complete

through-bond transmission with noise power as G1.0. As shown in Figure 3A and Figure S5B, the noise

power of FDH scales as G1.9, suggesting that through-space transmission dominates the charge trans-

port through FDH. Some computational studies (Rousseau et al., 2018; Bostick et al., 2018) reported

that through-space was the preferred mode that exists in the charge transport process of the protein it-

self, which supports the results of this study as well. However, for FDH-NAD+ (Figures 3B and S5C), its

noise power was scaled as G1.6 with a bias toward through-bond transmission. The transition of the trans-

mission path from the through-space path to the through-bond path suggests that the inserted NAD+ is

involved in the charge transport path through the FDH-NAD+ assembly, which coincides with the DFT

calculations that the coupling of NAD+ provides the LUMO and reduces the HOMO-LUMO gap. Inter-

estingly, both through-space and through-bond transmission exists in the charge transport

through FDH-NADP+ in the flicker noise analysis process of FDH-NADP+ (Figure 3C). The

appearance of both transmission paths revealed that, although NADP+ could not enter the active

center of FDH, NADP+ could adsorb to the surface of FDH and form paths that have competitive

conductance with initial through-space paths FDH (Figure 3C). The significant different charge

transport paths among FDH, FDH-NAD+, and FDH-NADP+ reveal the essential role of the

coenzyme in the correlation between the conductance of single active FDH junctions and their

bioactivities.

Conductance Signifies the Effect Derived from Hydrogen Bonds on Enzyme Activity

The results above demonstrated the strong correlation between bioactivity and the charge transport and

the charge transport enhancement contributed by the coupling of NAD+ to FDH through H-bonds. How-

ever, how the H-bonds exert their effects on conductance and enzyme activity was still ambiguous and
iScience 23, 101001, April 24, 2020 5



Figure 4. The Relationship among Conductance, Binding Energy, and Specific Activity

(A) Crystal structure of FDH-NAD+. The inset shows the NAD+ and circumjacent amino acid residue interacted through

H-bond.

(B) One-dimensional (1D) conductance histograms of FDH-NAD+ (light green), R174K-NAD+ (jade green), Y194I-NAD+

(green), and D282N-NAD+ (dark green).

(C) Plot of different mutant-NAD+ conductance and enzyme activity in the different binding energy.

See also Figures S7 and S9.
needed further study. Thus, as shown in the partial schematic diagram (Figure 4A) of NAD+-binding site in

FDH from PDB (ID: 5DN9) (Schirwitz et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2016), the three amino acid residues of R174,

D282, and Y194 were replaced by K (lysine), N (asparagine), and I (isoleucine) by using site-directed muta-

genesis, respectively, to construct R174K-FDH, Y194I-FDH, and D282N-FDH, in which the interaction force

of H-bond between amino acid residues in mutant and NAD+ were weakened. As shown in Figure 4B, the

conductance of the four FDH-NAD+ (three mutants and a native one) were different, with an order of the

contribution from different sites of H-bond, FDH-NAD+ (10�2.8 G0) > R174K-NAD+ (10�3.46 G0) > Y194I-

NAD+ (10�3.57 G0) > D282N-NAD+ (10�3.71 G0). Intriguingly, Figure 4C portrays the strong correlation be-

tween enzymic activity and conductance in four FDH-NAD+. Nevertheless, the strong correlation between

conductance and enzymic activity was not a coincidence but corollary caused by site change of H-bond. As

shown in Figure 4C (blue line), the weakening of H-bond in different sites of FDH-NAD+ shows the different

effects on the binding energy through calculation (detailed in Transparent Methods). As a result, the reduc-

tion of the binding energy leads to a better affinity of FDH to NAD+ and the higher enzymic activity (Liu

et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2007). At the same time, it was also consistent with the result reported that weakened

or broken H-bond in the catalytic center lowers or even almost completely abrogates catalysis in the

enzyme (Dai et al., 2019). Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4C (red line), the correlation between binding

energy and conductance was also same with that of enzymic activity-binding energy, which was consistent

with the result reported of lower binding energy as higher conductance in single-molecule electron transfer

process (Quek et al., 2009; Babanova et al., 2015). We can conclude that the weakening of H-bond in

different sites of NAD+ binding center led to changes of binding energy and therefore makes the enzymic

activity various at last, which was reflected in the conductance changes due to effect derived from binding

energy.

Overall, we investigated the effect of NAD+ concentration and reveal that the percentage of FDH-NAD+

(10-2.96 G0) and specific activity increased with the increase of NAD+ concentration. The pH experiment

also demonstrated the great consistent of conductance and specific activity in diferent pH values. These

results suggest that NAD+ contributed to not only the changes but also the correlation between conduc-

tance and specific activity. To further verify the correlation between conductance and bioactivity, another

experiment was carried out, in which the interaction force of H-bond between amino acid residues in three

mutants and NAD+ was weakened by using the site-directed mutagenesis technique. At last, the variation

consistency of three mutants in conductance and specific activity (Figure 4C) demonstrated the strong cor-

relation between charge transport and bioactivity.

The site-specificmutagenesis analysis also demonstrates that the bioactivity of FDH has been optimized, as

alternative mutations generate enzymes with lower bioactivities. In nature, such optimization has been

achieved by the process called natural selection (Futuyma, 2013), which kept mutations with the highest

bioactivity while removing any mutations that have lower bioactivities. Furthermore, our study shows

that thosemutations having lower bioactivities are also with lower conductance and higher binding energy.

Therefore, our study demonstrates the pathway of optimization, which is through maximizing the
6 iScience 23, 101001, April 24, 2020



conductance of the charge transport while minimizing the energy of enzyme binding. The optimal bioac-

tivity of FDH has been achieved here, because natural selection is most effective for microbes, which has a

large population size and short generation time (Nielsen and Slatkin, 2013). Nevertheless, themore general

scenarios would be when natural selection is not so effective and constrained by small population sizes,

long generation times, and the linkage structure of genes. Understanding the pathway of optimization pro-

vides opportunities to breakdown the constraints on natural selection and evolution and generate innova-

tions in enzyme activity that surpass the evolutionary innovations by nature.
DISCUSSION

In conclusion, we investigated charge transport through single active FDH junctions, and a more than

2,100% increase in conductance was observed owing to the insertion of NAD+ into the active center of

FDH. More importantly, the investigation of charge transport of the FDH at different pH and with different

coenzymes are highly correlated with their biocatalytic activities in dehydrogenation. To understand the

role of coenzyme in the charge transport through FDH junctions, the flicker noise analysis revealed the

switching from the through-space pathway in FDH junctions to the through-bond pathway after the binding

of NAD+, which supports the density functional theory (DFT) calculation that the NAD+-induced LUMO

significantly reduced the HOMO-LUMO gap and thus became the dominant charge transport pathway.

We further demonstrate that the charge transport and the bioactivity of the enzyme are bridged by the

binding energy of the H-bond, which has been optimized via the natural selection process. The bridge be-

tween the charge transport and bio-functions revealed by single enzyme analysis studies in this work offers

new insight for the future design and development of bioelectronics and biocatalysis from the molecular

level.
Limitations of the Study

We believe that the single-enzyme conductance highly correlates with the enzyme activity. However, as

limited by the complicated structure of FDH, the theoretical calculation in this work only considered the

active center in this work. Thus, a more complete calculation may be needed to better understand the

charge transport process. Further investigation was also essential for guidelines in the futher design and

modification of FDH to obtain higher bioactive mutants, which is also challenging at the current stage.
METHODS

All methods can be found in the accompanying Transparent Methods supplemental file.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.isci.2020.101001.
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Figure S1 Photo of the STM-BJ machine. (A) and (B) Close-up of the skeleton. (C) Overview of 

the STM-BJ machine. 1 denotes the STM tip, 2 the substrate, 3 the pedestal, 4 the shield box, 5 the 

motor and 6 the optical shockproof platform. Related to Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure S2 Single-molecule conductance results of FDH, NADP+ and FDH-S (FDH without L-

cysteines) from STM-BJ experiments at the indicated voltage of 100 mV (tip positive). (A) Typical 

individual traces for single-molecule conductance measurement of NADP+ (gray), NAD+ (green) 

and FDH-S (light-gray). (B) 1D conductance histograms of NADP+ (gray), NAD+ (green) and FDH-

S (light-gray). (C) 2D conductance histograms of NADP+, NAD+ and FDH-S. (D) The specific 

activity of FDH with different proportions of NAD+ (purple) and NADP+(red). Related to Figure 1. 



 

 

 

Figure S3 Single-molecule conductance results of different proportions of FDH and NAD+ from 

STM-BJ experiments at the indicated voltage of 100 mV (tip positive). (A) Typical individual traces 

for single-molecule conductance measurement of F1, F2, F3 and F4 (the molar proportion of FDH 

to NAD+ was 1:67227, 1:571429, 1:2285714 and 1:11428571, respectively). (B) 1D conductance 

histograms of F1 (bright purple) / F2 (fuchsia) / F3 (purple) / F4 (purple-black), (C) 2D conductance 

histograms of F0 (the molar proportion of FDH to NADP+ was 1:11428571), F1, F2, F3 and F4, 

(D)-(H) Stretched distance distributions of F0, F1, F2, F3 and F4 repectively. Related to Figure 1. 



 

 

 

Figure S4 Single-molecule conductance results of FDH-NAD+ in the buffer with different pH. (A) 

Typical individual traces, (B) 1D conductance histograms and (C) 2D conductance histograms for 

single-molecule conductance measurement of FDH-NAD+ with the buffer pH 3.5, 6.5, 8.5, 10.5 and 

12.5, respectively and (D)-(I) Stretched distance distributions of buffer and FDH-NAD+ with the 

buffer pH 3.5, 6.5, 8.5, 10.5 and 12.5, respectively. Related to Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure S5 Flicker noise analysis. (A) Typical traces for the noise measurement. Two-dimensional 

histogram of normalized flicker noise power versus average conductance for (B) FDH and (C) FDH-

NAD+. Related to Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure S6 SDS-PAGE. The protein marker was used as a molecular mass standard. Related to 

Figure 1. 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure S7 SDS-PAGE graph of FDH and mutants (R174K, Y194I, and D282N). The protein marker 

was used as a molecular mass standard. Related to Figure 4. 

 

Figure S8 The effect of temperature and pH on the activity of FDH. (A)The optimum temperature 

and (B) pH of FDH in the catalytic reaction. (C) The temperature and (D) pH stability experiment 

of FDH. The highest activity was taken as 100% to calculate relative activity. Related to Figure 1. 



 

 

 
Figure S9 Molecular Dynamics Simulations of FDH. Related to Figure 4. 

 

Table S1. The amino acid sequence of the Formate dehydrogenase. Related to Figure 1. 

 

Table S2. Gene sequence of the Formate dehydrogenase. Related to Figure 1. 

 Amino acid sequence 

FDH MKI VLV LYD AGK HAA DEE KLY GST ENK LGI ANW LKD QGH ELI TTS 

DKE GET SEL DKH IPD ADI IIT TPF HPA YIT KER LDK AKN LKL VVV 

AGV GSD HID LDY INQ TGK KIS VLE VTG SNV VSV AEH VVM TML VLV 

RNF VPA HEQ IIN HDW EVA AIA KDA YDI EGK TIA TIG AGR IGY RVL 

ERL LPF NPK ELL YYD YQA LPK EAE EKV GAR RVE NIE ELV AQA DIV 

TVN APL HAG TKG LIN KEL LSK FKK GAW LVN TAR GAI CVA EDV AAA 

LES GQL RGY GGD VWF PQP APK DHP WRD MRN KYG AGN AMT PHY 

SGT TLD AQT RYA EGT KNI LES FFT GKF DYR PQD IIL LNG EY VTK 

AYG KHD KK 

 Gene sequence 

FDH ATGAAAATTGTCCTGGTCCTGTATGACGCGGGCAAACATGCGGCCGA

TGAGGAGAAACTTTACGGATCTACGGAAAATAAACTGGGGATCGCC

AATTGGCTGAAAGATCAGGGCCACGAACTGATCACCACAAGTGATA

AAGAAGGGGAAACAAGCGAATTGGATAAGCATATTCCGGATGCAGA

TATCATTATTACTACGCCGTTTCATCCAGCATATATCACCAAAGAACG

CCTCGATAAAGCTAAGAACCTGAAGTTGGTGGTAGTCGCAGGGGTGG

GGTCGGATCATATTGACCTGGATTACATTAATCAGACCGGGAAAAAA

ATTTCTGTGTTAGAAGTTACCGGCAGTAATGTCGTTTCTGTGGCCGAA

CACGTGGTTATGACCATGTTGGTTCTGGTGCGCAACTTTGTGCCAGCA



 

 

 

Table S3. The comparison of the kinetic constants between CbFDH and FDH. Related to Figure 1. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CATGAACAGATTATCAATCACGACTGGGAGGTTGCCGCGATCGCAAA

AGACGCCTACGATATCGAAGGAAAAACTATCGCTACTATCGGTGCGG

GCCGCATCGGTTATCGTGTTTTGGAGCGTCTTCTGCCTTTTAACCCGA

AAGAGCTCTTATATTACGATTATCAGGCCTTACCGAAAGAAGCGGAA

GAGAAAGTAGGTGCGCGTCGTGTGGAAAATATCGAAGAATTAGTAG

CGCAAGCAGATATCGTGACGGTGAACGCGCCTCTCCATGCCGGTACG

AAAGGCCTGATTAATAAGGAACTCCTGTCCAAATTCAAAAAAGGTGC

GTGGCTTGTGAATACCGCTCGCGGTGCGATTTGCGTCGCTGAAGACG

TGGCGGCAGCGCTGGAGAGCGGCCAACTTCGCGGTTATGGCGGTGAC

GTATGGTTTCCGCAGCCGGCTCCGAAAGACCACCCATGGCGCGACAT

GCGTAACAAATATGGCGCGGGCAACGCCATGACCCCGCATTATTCGG

GTACCACCCTGGATGCCCAAACCCGGTACGCAGAGGGCACCAAGAA

TATTCTGGAGTCATTTTTCACGGGCAAATTCGATTATCGGCCGCAGGA

TATTATTCTGTTGAACGGAGAGTATGTTACGAAGGCCTATGGCAAAC

ACGATAAAAAG 

 CbFDH (PDB: 5DNA) FDH (this study) 

KM/NAD+ (μM) 30.3±2.1 97.3±3.2 

KM/formate (mM) 4.0±0.6 2.4±0.03 

Kcat (s-1) 

Kcat /KM/NAD+(M-1 s-1) 

Kcat /KM/formate (M-1 s-1) 

5.6±0.2 

(1.8±0.1)×105 

(1.4±0.2)×103 

13.6±0.9 

(1.4±0.2)×105 

(5.6±0.1)×103 



 

 

Transparent Methods 

Preparation of FDH. The gene sequence of FDH was from Candida boidinii, and 

the enzyme was obtained from Escherichia coli through heterologous expression after 

codon optimization (Tables S1 and S2). The gene sequence of FDH was inserted into 

the pET-28a plasmid to construct the pET-FDH plasmid through restriction enzyme 

digestion and by T4 ligase ligation according to previous work (Jiang et al., 2016). 

DH5α and BL21 (DE3) competent cells were purchased from TransGen Biotech. 

Restriction enzymes and ligase were purchased from TaKaRa Biotechnology (Dalian) 

Co., Ltd. The pET-FDH plasmid was transformed into E. coli BL21 (DE3) competent 

cells through heat shock, and then the individual transformant colonies were randomly 

picked and analyzed by colony-PCR after 12 hours of incubating on LB agar plates 

with kanamycin resistance (40 mg/L). The individual transformant colonies were 

revived and grown in LB media at 37°C in a 1 L shaking flask containing 200 mL of 

LB media with 40 mg/L kanamycin. Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, 1 

mM, Sangon Biotech) was added to the media to induce the expression of FDH when 

the optical density reached approximately 0.8, and the cell was grown at 16°C overnight. 

The cells were harvested by centrifugation and disrupted by ultrasonication. After 

centrifugation, FDH was purified from the supernatant using a HisTrap column 

(HisTrap HP 5 mL, GE Healthcare Corp., Piscataway, NJ, USA). After binding to and 

gradient eluted from the column, the fractions containing FDH were desalted and 

concentrated by Macrosep Advance Centrifugal Devices (10 kDa cutoff, Pall, East Hills, 



 

 

NY, USA). The purity of the prepared FHD was tested by 12% (w/v) SDS-PAGE 

(Figure S6). 

Site-specific mutagenesis of FDH was carried out by using the Fast Mutagenesis 

System kit (TransGen Biotech) after designed on the computer. After verified through 

sequencing technique (Sangon Biotech) the sequence was inserted into the pET-28a 

plasmid, and then expressed different FDH mutants. The expression and purification 

process of FDH mutants were the same as the description earlier. The SDS-PAGE graph 

was shown in Figure S7. 

Assessment of the FDH structure and activity. After the FDH was harvested 

through purification, the effect of different temperatures and pH levels on the activity 

of FDH was carried out (Figure S8). Then, the FDH was incubated at different 

temperatures and pH levels for one hour to decelerate the stability. The comparison of 

kinetic constants between CbFDH (O-FDH, PDB ID: 5DNA) and FDH (this study) is 

also shown in Table S3. The comparison was used to ensure that there were no 

significant differences between the CbFDH (PDB ID: 5DNA) and FDH (this study) in 

the kinetic behaviors. Enzyme activity was assayed initiated by adding 20 μL of FDH 

purified to 200 μl of a reaction solution containing 30 mM NAD+ and 3 M sodium 

formate in phosphate buffer pH 7.5. The enzyme activity was detected from the NADH 

absorbance at 340 nm (molar extinction coefficient of 6.22 mM−1 cm−1, ε = 6220 M−1 

cm−1) with a Tecan Infinite M200PRO (Salzburg, Austria) at 30 °C (Jiang et al., 2016). 

Specific activity was defined as enzyme activity divide the concentration of enzyme, 

which was measured following the instructions of Kit (C503031-1000, Sangon Biotech) 



 

 

based on the Bradford method. Molecular dynamics simulation was also carried out to 

ensure the stability of FDH used in this study (S4 and Figure S9). 

Single-molecule conductance measurement. Conductance measurements were 

performed using the STM-BJ technique with a home-built STM-BJ setup (Figure S1). 

The home-made STMBJ setup was shown in Figure S1. It was composed of tip (1), 

substrate (2), pedestal (3), shield box (4), motor (5) and optical shockproof platform (6). 

A constant bias potential (V bias) of 100 mV was applied between the gold substrate 

and gold tip, which was etched by electrochemical workstation and covered with 

Apiezon wax. The solution containing 0.2 mM FDH in ultrapure water was dropped in 

the center of the gold substrate. Then, the tip which was controlled by piezo actuator 

went down toward the substrate until connected with a molecule or substrate, and then, 

it got back (returned). Before performing the conductance measurement, the solution 

containing 0.2 mM FDH in ultrapure water was dropped in the center of the gold 

substrate. The different proportion of FDH and NAD+/NADP+ was premixed and then 

measured as described above. When investigating the effect of pH on conductance, 

FDH and NAD+ were premixed in buffer with different pH for 1 hour before measure. 

Electronic structure calculations. Density functional theory (DFT) was applied for 

all calculations on the active site of the FDH by using the B3LYP functional with the 

Def2SVP basis set (Becke et al., 1993, Stephens et al., 1994, Grimme et al., 2010). The 

dispersion interaction was considered by employing the DFT-D3 method (Grimme et 

al., 2010). Additionally, the protein environment surrounding the active site has been 

modeled by a continuum solvation model (SMD) with a chlorobenzene solvent (ε=5.7) 



 

 

(Marenich et al., 2009). All the calculations were performed using the Gaussian09 

package (Frisch et al., 2009). To compare the molecular orbital (MO) difference 

between the active site with and without NAD+, two calculation models were built 

based on the X-ray crystallography structures of formate dehydrogenase (PDB IDs: 

5DN9 and 5DNA) (Guo et al., 2016). 

Flicker noise analysis. Briefly, the conductance data used for flicker noise analysis 

was also collected from the STM instrument by using a similar operation method. The 

gold tip moved downward and form Au-molecule-Au junction, then the junction 

elongation process was paused for 150 ms at the position where the molecule junction 

is likely to be formed, which controlled by the program automatically. More than ten 

thousand valid data of conductance traces were collected for flicker noise analysis. 

Then, the conductance traces around the most likely conductance value were used for 

discrete Fourier transformation. Next, data from 100 to 1,000 Hz were integrated and 

normalized by the corresponding average conductance to get quantified power density 

spectra. At last, 2D histograms of normalized flicker noise power (Noise Power/G) 

versus the average conductance were draw out based on these data above. According to 

previous results (Rousseau et al., 2018, Bostick et al., 2018), the noise power of the 

tunneling junction scaled as G2.0, which results from complete through-space 

transmission and complete through-bond transmission with noise power as G1.0. 

Molecular Dynamics Simulations. All the simulations were performed using the 

NAMD software. The CHARM36 force field, atmospheric pressure (101.325 kPa) and 

temperature of 333 K was used to describe all standard amino acids present in the FDH. 



 

 

The system is fully embedded in a water medium and the water is described using the 

explicit TIP3P model. The integration step was 2 fs; calculation results were saved 

every 1000 steps. All simulations were carried out under the isothermal-isobaric 

ensemble (NPT). 70 ns molecular dynamics simulations result was shown in Figure S9. 

The result that vibration amplitude exceeded no more than 0.4 demonstrates that the 

structure of FDH used in this work was stable. 

Binding affinities calculation. In silico mutations of Formate Dehydrogenase (FDH) 

were done for R174K, Y194I, and D282N using PyMOL and the structure of wild type 

FDH from Candida boidinii (PDB: 5dn9) (Guo et al., 2016). All backbone dependent 

rotamers for each mutant were generated then used to calculate binding affinity between 

the NAD+ and mutants as well as wild type protein using Smina with the Vina scoring 

function (Trott and Olson, 2010; Koes et al., 2013; Shapovalov and Dunbrack, 2011). 

The best scores among rotamers for each mutant were selected. 
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